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Coordinator Summary
The Gender Affairs Unit (GAU) experienced a robust year of intervention and milestones
including the extension of CEDAW to Anguilla and the travel of the Minister for Gender and
Gender Development Coordinator (GDC) to receive the extension instruments in New York
during the United Nations Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) meetings in March
2016.
The CEDAW extension process, which pre-dates the GDC start with Gender Affairs (January
2014), received renewed energy in 2015 with the Governor’s Office of Anguilla’s support in
providing a consultant to review Anguilla’s current and pending legislation. After that process,
the GDC continued in the latter part of 2015 and into the early months of 2016 with fine
tuning the exact measurements Anguilla has in place to prevent and respond to acts of
discrimination against women in all sectors of society.
During Women’s Week 2016, Her Excellency Governor Christina Scott formerly recognized
the extension to Anguilla during a cocktail reception at Government House. It truly was a
momentous occasion after years of dedicated work. Women’s Week also recognized women
in the Arts and gathered an occupationally diverse group of talented ladies on one accord.
Similarly, Men’s Week honoured males who pursue “Purpose, Passion and Power.” It was a
joy to have three notable men in Anguilla’s community, Omari Banks, Haydn Hughes and
Kenval Richardson, conduct the interviews with each of the 15 men and learn more about
what keep them passionate and motivated to pursue greatness.
Unfortunately, this year there were no formal Gender Affairs led activities for the 16 Days of
Activism against Gender-based Violence. The GDC had to go on maternity leave starting
November 4 and therefore was unable to plan and execute these important activities from
November 25 to December 10.
The experience highlighted the need for the GAU to be adequately staffed with Gender
Programme and/or Policy Officers so that the important work of equality, equity and human
rights can continue. A staff of one person is not sustainable and also creates a disservice to
the Anguillian community who depends on such resources to build the resolve of men,
women, girls and boys. Hopefully the 2017 year of GAU will see the growth of its human
capacity with energetic and intelligent individuals prepared to fulfill the vision of GAU.
Respectfully Submitted,
Dr. Ronya Foy Connor (e/s)
Dr. Ronya Foy Connor, Gender Development Coordinator (GDC)
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Mandate
TO PLAN, DEVELOP AND COORDINATE NATIONAL POLICIES, PROGRAMMES
AND ACTIVITIES FOCUSED ON EFFECTING GENDER EQUALITY IN THE
WORKPLACE AND WIDER COMMUNITY.

Vision
ACTIVELY COMMITTED TO FOSTERING EQUAL AND HUMANE TREATMENT
IN THE DAILY LIVES OF EVERY MAN, WOMAN, GIRL AND BOY; MANIFESTING
A UNITED ANGUILLA.

Mission
PROMOTING KNOWLEDGE AND AWARENESS OF GENDER ISSUES AND THE
CAPACITY TO EFFECT CHANGE THROUGH NATIONAL OUTREACH,
ADVOCACY, TRAINING, AND IMPLEMENTATION OF GENDERMAINSTREAMED POLICIES.

Goals
♂ TO ENSURE THAT GENDER EQUALITY AND EQUITY IS CENTRAL TO ALL

DEVELOPMENT MODELS.
♀ TO INTEGRATE WOMEN’S AND MEN’S CONCERNS AND EXPERIENCES INTO

THE DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION, MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF
ALL POLITICAL, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL POLICIES AND PROGRAMMES.
♂ TO ESTABLISH A SYSTEM OF GENDER MAINSTREAMING WHICH

INCORPORATES ALL SECTORS.
♀ TO FACILITATE LEGISLATIVE CHANGE AND PUBLIC AWARENESS OF

RELEVANT LEGISLATION AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS.
♂ TO EMPOWER BOTH MEN AND WOMEN BY ENSURING NEW AND

EQUITABLE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE SEXES.
♀ TO BUILD AND EMPOWER A STRONG AND VIBRANT CIVIL SOCIETY.
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Gender Affairs Unit (GAU) Signature Programmes & Milestones


CEDAW Extension to Anguilla

The United Nations Convention to Eliminate all forms of Discrimination Against
Women (CEDAW) was official extended to Anguilla on March 8, 2016 after years of
consultation, legislative review and international partnership work.
Background on the road to CEDAW Extension


On March 6, 2014, Her Excellency Governor Christina Scott officially
requested the extension of CEDAW to Anguilla (see letters below);



On September 14, 2014 the GDC and Anguilla government officials received
official notification from the UK Government Equalities Office (GEO) regarding
the process to begin extension of CEDAW to Anguilla;



From February 2 – 6, 2015 CEDAW Consultant Jude Hanley was on island to
assist in formulating legislative review of Anguilla’s laws surrounding gender
equality in advance of UK review in extending CEDAW to Anguilla. Her
attachment was funded by the Governor’s Office through their project fund
grants;



On March 5, 2015 the GDC held a phone conference with Louise Sheridan of
UK- GEO (United Kingdom – Government Equalities Office) regarding the
status of CEDAW for Anguilla;



On April 16, 2015 the GDC held a call with Jude Hanley regarding the state of
her consultancy CEDAW findings for Anguilla and ascertain additional
assistance that she will need from the GDC. From that point, the GDC also
conducted a review of Anguilla’s legislation.



A November 24, 2015 teleconference with the UK GEO in relation to CEDAW
involved meeting with additional members of the review board for Anguilla’s
extension and responding to final concerns over specific provisions in
Anguilla’s legislation (see Appendix).



Minister for Gender, Hon. Cora Richardson-Hodge and GDC Dr. Ronya Foy
Connor went to the United Nations from March 13-17, 2016 to accept the
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CEDAW extension instrument and meet with UK officials during the
Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) conference.


On March 8, Her Excellency Governor Christina Scott held a Reception in
honour of International Women’s Day and the extension of CEDAW to
Anguilla.
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3rd Annual Women’s Week, 2016

On March 4, Minister of Gender Hon. Cora Richardson-Hodge delivered a speech
broadcasts on Radio Anguilla to open the 2016 Women’s Week activities and to
congratulate the honourees (see Appendix). Women’s Week ran from March 6 – 13
under the theme “Women in the Arts: Healing through Creative Expression.” 15
women were recognized for their notable contributions in the diversity of the arts.
The 2016 honourees were:
1) Irenee Edwards – The Art of Handicraft/Crochet/Hardanger
2) Daphne Jacobs-Richardson – The Art of Music
3) Hon. Evalie Bradley – The Art of Drama/Acting
4) Rhona Richardson Roydon – The Art of Gardening/Landscaping
5) Valarie Hodge – The Art of Historical Storytelling
6) Amber Woodley – The Art of Dance
7) Holly Jahn – The Art of Dance
8) Patsy Adams – The Art of Expression
9) Lisa Webster – The Art of Hairstyling and Nail Design
10)
Jaine Rogers – The Art of Jewelry Making and Song
11)
Rebecaa Webster – The Art of Calypso
12)
Dr. Linda Banks – The Art of Film and Production
13)
Canita Ruan – The Art of Face Painting
14)
Twyla Richardson Thomas – The Art of Event Design
15)
Rebecca Haskins – The Art of Photography
The activities included radio interviews hosted by Dr. Phyllis Fleming Banks with
each of the 15 honourees discussing the passion and influences behind their art
craft. On International Women’s Day, March 8, LIME and GAU hosted a “Young
Girls Chat” focused on technology, self-confidence and respect for over 50 girls.
Later that evening, Her Excellency Governor Christina Scott welcome a diverse set
of women to Government House to recognize this international day and celebrate a
milestone for women’s rights; the extension of CEDAW to Anguilla. As part of the
activities around the arts, Frances Bradley of St. Maarten held an art exhibition and
tap dancing class open to all. She shared her story of overcoming sexual abuse
through the arts.
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Frances Bradley’s Multi-media Art Exhibition of “Womanhood or Woman’s
Hurt? The Art of Healing”
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“Tapping into Transformation” with Frances Bradley
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LIME Young Girls Session
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Women’s Week 2016 Governor’s Reception
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Anguilla participants in the “In MY Words” Campaign
5 women from Anguilla participated in the campaign, as described below, and videos
were posted on the Gender Affairs Unit’s Facebook page #AXABreaktheSilence. The
participants included:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

GDC, Dr. Ronya Foy Connor
Sherise Brooks
Shellecia Brooks-Johnson
Alanna Webster
Canita Ruan
---

International Women’s Day 2016- 8 March 2016 - #inmywords
On March 8th, the world celebrates International Women’s Day. This year,
the UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office will invite women and men from
different backgrounds and regions of the world to share their personal
stories and thoughts on gender equality, and women’s rights, leadership
and empowerment online.
Our global network of Embassies, High-Commissions and Consulates
invite you to share what this important issue means to you. #inmywords is
the hashtag to follow and join the conversation. Also follow #IWD2016.
How can I get involved?
● Share short video clips of you, your friends and family and the people
you work with talking about what gender equality and women’s rights,
leadership and empowerment means. Remember to use #inmywords. Try
to keep the video no-more than 30 seconds in length. Can it be captured in
3 words? Try to be as creative as possible.
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Receipt of CEDAW Extension Instrument at the United Nations
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3rd Annual Men’s Week, 2016
The 2016 Men’s Week ran from June 19-26 under the theme “Men in the
Arts: Purpose-Passion-Power.” 15 men were recognized for their leadership
in various fields of the arts. In keeping the activities and recognition fresh,
this year’s interviews on Radio Anguilla were conducted by three honourees;
Omari Banks, Haydn Hughes and Kenval Richardson. The various events for
Men’s Week included an opening “Fathers Blessing Generations” worship
service at Church of God Holiness and a panel discussion on “The Significance
of the Warrior, Priest and King” in recognition of Father’s Day.
Additional activities included a partnership with ACAN and Mr. John C. Lake
for the “Men and the Family” discussion, a couples rap session on “Light Her
Fire, Light His Fire” in collaboration with ABBA Cares and Kasseem Forde, and
a showing of “Guilty Conscience” play presented by the Sunshine Theatre
Company.
Most notably, Her Excellency Governor Christina Scott hosted a Men’s Week
reception at Government House and invited a cross section of men from
Anguilla’s community to attend. There was also a closing dinner at the new
Zemi Beach Resort with live music and a fire dancing performance (see below
and the Appendix).

1) Omari Banks – The Art of Sports and Music
2) Haydn Hughes – The Art of Health and Fitness
3) Kenval Richardson – The Art of Radio
4) Jachin ‘Jash’ Richardson – The Art of Auto Detailing
5) Vanburn ‘Andy’ Brooks – The Art of Architecture
6) Kevin Archibald – The Art of Photography
7) Timothy Richardson - The Art of Cycling and Youth Development
8) Dean Carty – The Art of Fishing
9) Salih Abdur Raheem – The Art of Agriculture
10)
Darvin Mussington – The Art of Music and Entrepreneurship
11)
Calvert Carty – The Art of Historical Story Telling
12)
Courtney Devonish – The Art of Pottery and Fine Arts
13)
Crispin Brooks – The Art of Filmmaking and Production
14)
Lorin Richardson – The Art of Event Design
15)
Omari Gumbs – The Art of Dance
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Radio Interview Snapshots with 2016 Honourees
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16 Days of Activism against Gender-based Violence

The 16 Days of Activism normally occur annually, since 2014, from November 25 –
December 10. However, this year the GDC went out on Maternity Leave on
November 4 and the 16 Days of Activism did not occur under the Gender Affairs
Unit head. However, the Anguilla National Council of Women, the Eleos Centres’
Director Angelina Carty and other women’s organisations held a rally, forum and
recognition activities to mark the International Day against Violence against Women
and Girls. Details of these activities can be found in the Appendix.

Faith-Based Collaboration and Outreach
Summary
The GAU acknowledges that Anguilla is a Christian society with a very strong
heritage. Therefore, the GDC seeks to engage the faith community in order to
learn about the gender issues that are important to its membership. The following
outreach and collaborations occurred during 2016:


On February 28 and 29, the GAU participated in the Dominion Faith Centre’s
10th Anniversary Service.



On June 19, the GAU attended worship service at Church of God Holiness as
part of the opening for Men’s Week 2016 activities. The events included a
“Fathers Blessing Generations” morning worship service and an evening
panel discussion on “The Significance of the Warrior, Priest and King” in
recognition of Father’s Day.



The GDC was invited to attend a special women’s recognition service on July
17 at the Methodist Church in Blowing Point. The service was led by Dr. Lana
Hoyoung, former Ministry of Home Affairs official and leader of the Anguilla
National Council of women.



The GDC attended worship service on July 23 at the Seventh Day Adventist
Church in South Hill in an effort to visit various churches around the island to
show support for community development.
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Community Services and Private Sector Partnerships
Summary
Community Services and Private Sector Partnerships have become essential for
the GAU to advance certain goals of the gender agenda. During 2016, goals related
to the holistic development or women and girls were realized through the ETSW and
Beautiful Girls programme and the Virtuous Women session. In way of private
sector partnerships, the GAU was pleased to continue a successful working
relationship with LIME and interact with the Red Cross and Rotary Club of Anguilla.
Details include:


From January 22, the “Experiencing the Sacred Woman” (ETSW) holistic
development programme continued with sessions held every Friday evening
from 5:00 pm at the Eleos Centre. Facilitators included Angelina Carty and
Kay Ferguson along with technical support from the GDC.
The facilitators and GDC met on February 3 and February 23 to discuss
the progress of the programme thus far and prepare for graduation
ceremonies on February 26 at 5:00 pm.
The graduation was attended by Her Excellency, Governor Christina
Scott, Minister of Gender Hon. Cora Richardson-Hodge, Ministerial
Assistant Hon. Evalie Bradley and Leader of the Opposition, Hon.
Palmavon Webster. Many of the graduates expressed that they felt
accomplished and supported to successfully take on the many
challenges that life brings.



On February 29, the GDC met with Jade Reymond, Marketing Manager of
LIME Telecommunications Company to discuss joint initiatives to further
develop the self-esteem of young women in Anguilla (see Appendix).



On March 3 the GDC was invited to speak with a group of 25 girls as part of
the “Virtuous Woman” sessions held at the Mount Vernon Adventist Church.
The session focused on talking with the young ladies about career interests
and allowing them to learn about untraditional careers such as software
development and construction project management.



April 4 marked another year of the “Beautiful Girls” programme held in
partnership with the Comprehensive Learning Center and the Eleos Centre.
The GDC spoke with the young ladies about self-esteem and the importance
44
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of believing in yourself. On April 6, the GDC accompanied the programme
participants on a boat trip to visit one of the UK Navy ships that was visiting
Anguilla’s coast (see photos below).
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The GDC participated in the Refresh Ministries Conference at Viceroy Resort
on June 12 and 13. The GDC assisted with mock job interviews with the 1520 young ladies in attendance. The goal of the session was for both boys and
girls to “Develop your skills” in oral communication and self-presentation.



On July 20, the GDC presented at a youth session held by the Red Cross
from 2:30 – 4:30 pm at the West End Primary School. The session was an
interactive forum discussing safe sex and sexuality. The 50 youth
participants from around the region participated in small group sessions and
discussed what is needed for young people to practice safe sex.



On August 11 the GDC presented to Rotary Club of Anguilla members at 6:00
pm at Ripples Restaurant in Sandy Ground. The Rotary Club was interested
in learning about the mission and goals of the GAU and what initiatives are
forthcoming. The members expressed an interest in seeing sustained
outreach to assist young men’s development.

Government Interdepartmental Collaboration
Summary
Collaboration within the Government of Anguilla has been a strong suit for the
GDC as all units and departments face gender issues in their daily work. Through
collaboration on achieving gender equality, the GAU has worked closely with the
Anguilla Community College/Department of Education, the Department of Public
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Administration and the Department of Youth and Culture during the 2016 period
(see Appendix as well):


On January 22 and February 19 the GDC met with the President of the
Anguilla Community College (ACC) Professor Delroy Louden in regards to
hosting a joint programme for Black History Month focused on notable
women.
The ACC and Gender Affairs Unit Black History Month event took place
on February 25 from 7:00 – 9:00 pm at the Teachers Resources
Centre. The event focused on highlighting “Emerging Women Leaders
in the Diaspora.”



On January 25 and 27, the GAU participated in the follow-up “Dev. Info.”
Workshop in partnership with the Department of Statistics. The workshop
introduced a system geared toward improving Anguilla’s statistical database
and gauging progress around various indicators worldwide.



The New Teachers Induction Workshop for the Department of Public
Administration occurred on March 24 and a presentation on “Dignity, Worth
and Human Rights” was facilitated by Angelina Carty on behalf of the GAU.



On July 13 the GAU attended the Medium-Term Economic Strategy for the
Government of Anguilla which took place at the Teachers Resource Centre.
On September 21, the budget meeting for MHA occurred in the Ministry of
Finance Conference Room.



The GDC attended the Department of Youth and Culture’s GET SET
entrepreneur’s business launch of “Artsy Crafters” by Melissa Hamm. The
launch took place on July 26 from 4:30 – 6:30 pm at the Soroptimist Centre.



The GDC attended a Disaster Management training initiative on August 26
from 11:00 am – 12:00 pm at the National Emergency Operations Centre
(NEOC).



On September 21, Her Excellency Governor Christina Scott held another
“Women’s Tea” focused on the topic of Success and Legacy Building.
Approximately 15 young female activists were present.
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Individual Outreach and Collaborative Efforts
Summary
The Gender Affairs Unit understands the importance of understanding individual
needs and trying to be as responsive to them as possible as long as skill sets allow.
One unique way that the GDC practiced collaborative efforts was in supporting the
Ministry of Home Affairs and the Labour Commissioner by acting in the position
while also doing the work of the GAU. Outside of government collaboration,
outreach activities took place with Refresh Ministries, Klassique Dance Academy and
the Anguilla Community Action Network (ACAN):


Starting December 5, 2015, the GDC began acting for the Labour
Commissioner; responsible for reviewing work permit applications, resolving
disputes between management and labour and applying the labour laws and
acts of Anguilla. On January 4, the GDC and Labour Commissioner Aunika
Webster-Lake had a debriefing in regards to pending labour matters.
The GDC also acted for the Labour Commissioner from August 15 –
September 3, 2016.



On January 26, the GDC and Zenya Greenaway, Founder of Refresh
Ministries organization to improve the positive development of boys and girls,
met to discuss upcoming initiatives for the year.



Permanent Secretary (PS) of the Ministry of Home Affairs, Aurjul Wilson
began monthly PS Training meetings on February 29 to better equip staff at
the Ministry of Home Affairs to understand the role of the PS. Participating
staff included Director of Environment Karim Hodge, Principal Assistant
Secretary Kenneth Hodge and the GDC.



The GDC continued with ongoing counseling sessions working with 3-4 clients
for multiple sessions throughout the year. Concerns range from domestic
violence support, suicidal ideation and general support services in the daily
situations faced in life.



On April 16 the GAU collaborated with Klassique Dance Academy to host a
Walk-a-thon against sexual assault. The walk began at 5:00 am at the
Agricultural Grounds. Breakfast was served before the walk and a dance
workout was scheduled following the walk route.
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On October 5 the GDC participated in the Youth Summit Launch hosted by
ACAN and representative from St. Maarten and St. Martin. The summit
occurred at the Teachers Resources Center at 10:00 am (see Appendix).

Media Engagement
Summary
The GAU continues to increase the amount of information dispersed to the
public, and raise the awareness of the GAU by capitalizing on media opportunities.
The GDC has spoken on radio programmes and utilized the medium of radio to
facilitate increased impact of 2016 Women’s Week and Men’s Week honouree
interviews. Three media activities included:


On January 21, the GDC participated in a radio interview at New Beginnings
to discuss the general work of gender affairs and to promote the upcoming
initiatives including Women’s Week 2016 and the pending CEDAW extension.



The GDC continued writing the “Gender Corner” for The Anguillian newspaper
in order to inform the general public about gender affairs issues and provide
thought-provoking information that can translate into action toward gender
awareness application.



On April 15, the GDC began prepping Men’s Week 2016 hosts for interviews
with the honourees and also participated in a radio programme on Radio
Anguilla to promote the upcoming Men’s Week activities.

Regional and International Developmental Partnerships
Summary
The GAU is focused on garnering regional and international support in the work
of building knowledge of gender issues facing the island. These developmental
partnerships outside of Anguilla are essential to the efforts of the GAU. Many
gender platforms are tied to international protocol and it is crucial for the GAU to be
aware of the various initiatives taking place globally to support gender affairs and
development. The following relationships were developed and sustained:
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On April 7, the GAU participated in a phone conference with UNWomen to
determine how they can support the ongoing initiatives of gender
development for Anguilla. The GDC spoke with UN Women Caribbean Office
Deputy, Tonni-Ann Brodber regarding upcoming training opportunities.
On August 24 and October 5, the GDC and Tonni-Ann Brodber had
further discussions and decided on an October 2016 training on
CEDAW, the SDGs and intersectionality for a cross section of Anguilla’s
population including Parlimentarians/Elected Officials, Gender Focal
Points and Civil Society Organisation members.
On October 17 the session with Parliamentarians occurred from 2:00 –
4:00 pm at the House of Assembly and focused on the UN SDGs and
Intersectionality. Elected officials and Permanent Secretaries attended
with roughly 8 active participants.
The October 18 and 19 sessions were from 8:30 – 4:00 pm and
focused on Intersectionality and CEDAW lessons for Civil Society
Organisation members. About 25 different individuals were in
attendance at each session.
Last, on October 20 and 21, the Royal Anguilla Police Force,
Department of Probation and Department of Social Development
Members participated in sessions focused on the Domestic Violence
Act. Between 10 -15 staffers were at each training session. The
workshop was facilitated by Kemeberly Gittens and Jacqueline SealyBurke.



From May 23-26 the GDC participated in the Caribbean Development Bank
(CDB) Gender Workshop in Barbados. The workshop gathered gender
bureau representatives from around the region to discuss next steps
following the CDB-produced Country Gender Assessment.



The Overseas Territories Human Rights Conference took place from
September 10 – September 15 and the GDC attended to represent the GAU
as the national gender machinery for Anguilla. The conference included a
tour of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) facilities, various
speakers discussing human rights law and gender issues of eliminating
violence against women and girls and Brexit implications (see photos below
and Appendix).
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Legislative Awareness and Action
Summary
In 2016 the GAU focused heavily on ensuring that CEDAW could be and was
extended to Anguilla. Through dedication and hard work, this goal was realized. In
terms of legislative awareness, Professor Verene Shepherd of UWI was able to join
the UWI Open Campus of Anguilla and the GAU/Ministry of Home Affairs to further
discuss issues of “Honouring Our Ancestors: Gender and Reparations in the
Caribbean.” The following actions occurred:


A teleconference was held in early 2016 with the United Kingdom Gender
Equality Office (UK GEO) as a follow-up to the status of CEDAW extension for
Anguilla. Throughout the past year, there have been almost quarterly calls
to review details of Anguilla’s laws and legislation surrounding women’s equal
access in governance, health, migratory issues, education, employment and
more. Please see the GAU Milestones section and Appendix for additional
information about CEDAW’s extension to Anguilla.



On July 14 and 15 the Gender Affairs Unit partnered with the University of
the West Indies (UWI) Open Campus to welcome Professor Verene Shepherd
to Anguilla for a policy lecture series related to women’s rights and policy
development. Minister for Gender, Hon. Cora Richardson-Hodge held a
reception at La Vue on July 14 in honour of Professor Shepherd’s visit (see
Appendix).



The GAU participated in an all-day meeting concerning the Status of Children
and Parentage Testing Bill/Maintenance on September 9 from 8:30 am –
3:30 pm at La Vue Conference Centre.

Planning Intervention Meetings
Summary
The GDC, as the national gender director for the island, participates in a number
of intervention and planning. As long as services are being provided to men and
women, boys or girls, a gender analysis and impact is critical to achieving the
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stated goals and outcomes. This year the planning intervention meetings that the
GAU were a part of included:


The GET SET Management Advisory Board Meeting for the youth
entrepreneurship programme took place on January 28, July 14 and August
11 in the afternoon. The GDC participates on the board to further develop
the capacity of youth in Anguilla and further opportunities for their economic
development.



The GDC resumed weekly meetings on February 2 with the Principal Assistant
Secretary (PAS) of Gender, Kenneth Hodge, to discuss strategic planning and
upcoming initiatives for GAU’s 2016 year. On August 22, a discussion around
budget submissions for a Gender Development Officer (GDO) to join GAU
were finalized. The request for a GDO position was submitted and not
approved.



On February 24, March 30, April 27 and July 27 the GDC participated in the
Anguilla Community College (ACC) Project Steering Committee meetings to
further the project of building a new college.



The GET SET Mentorship Committee meeting occurred on February 25 at
1:30 pm to further develop the roles of a mentor and ensure that they are
positively impacting clients abilities to progress their business ventures.



On April 6, May 4, July 6 the GDC met with representatives of the Anguilla
National Council of Women to discuss organizational progress during year
2016.



On May 12 the GDC met with Ministerial Assistant, Hon. Evalie Bradley to
discuss potential upcoming projects to assist single mothers in Anguilla.



The GAU continued to participate in planning for the UWI Country Conference
and attended the July 28, August 18, August 31, September 30 and October
26 meeting at the Anguilla Community College. A Press Conference was held
on October 4 at 10:00 am at the Teachers Resource Centre to unveil the
plans for the 2016 Country Conference.

---
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Appendix:

NEW YEAR’S MESSAGE FROM THE ANGUILLA NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF WOMEN JANUARY 2016
By anguillian January 11, 2016

Happy New Year to you!
2016 marks a new beginning for The National Council of Women as we continue to
address the growing needs of the community we serve. It is also a time for reflection on
all that has been accomplished this past year and all we hope to achieve in the future. I
must acknowledge the Executive Committee members who have been such a dedicated,
passionate, and talented team.
After a dormant period, The Anguilla National Council of Women was re-launched on 15
October 2015 and is in the process of resuming our role as an umbrella organization for
the women’s groups in Anguilla and to vigorously advance our objectives:
1. To promote understanding and unity among the women of Anguilla in pursuit of their
common objectives, regardless of race, colour or creed.
2. To provide information and assistance to achieve equal status for women in economic,
civil, educational and political life;
3. To assist women in becoming involved in both voluntary and income generating
activities; and
4. To promote friendly relations, tolerance and understanding among women’s
organisations in the island.
Much has been achieved since our inception in 1982 but much still remains to be done to
advance the cause of women in our island home. When women’s voices are heard and
our needs are met the family and society benefit greatly.
Soon after our re-launch The Anguilla National Council of Women in collaboration with
the University of the West Indies Open Campus and the Gender Affairs Unit in the
Ministry of Home Affairs marked the International Day for the Elimination of Violence
against Women with a March and a rally on Wednesday 25th November, 2015.
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2015 has been a testament to the Advocacy work of the Anguilla National Council of
Women and other agencies over the years with the passage of the Domestic Violence Act
2015. The People of Anguilla can be assured that our advocacy work in this area will
continue as we seek to participate in the practical application of the various aspects of the
bill and its impact on families and family life.
A natural adjunct (addition), to the Bill is the urgent establishment of a Family Court. In
his congratulatory message on the 10th Anniversary of the Anguilla National Council of
Women in 1992, the then Chief Minister Sir Emile Gumbs in response to the National
Council of Women’s petition for the setting up of such a Court, wrote “I can assure you
that this will be done as a matter of urgency.” The National Council of Women will be
partnering with other stakeholders to make the establishment of a Family Court a reality
for us in Anguilla.
We urge all Women’s organisations in Anguilla to join the National Council of Women –
unity is strength. Together we can achieve our objects to the benefit of our families, our
communities and our nation.
“I am a Woman Phenomenally. Phenomenal Woman, that’s me.” ?Maya Angelou
A Very Happy and Prosperous New Year to all. God bless you and God bless Anguilla
Hyacinth T. Hughes
Vice President, Anguilla National Council of Women
(Published without editing by The Anguillian newspaper.)
---
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The Gender Corner: “History Emerging in the Present”

By anguillian February 29, 2016
By Dr. Ronya Foy Connor

It is the end of February and Black History Month is coming to a close. I read a comment
on Facebook recently stating that Black History Month 2016 feels like the “Blackest,
proudest, loudest, most visibly unapologetic celebration of Black History Month ever.”
The commentator referenced the last year of United States President Barack Obama and
First Lady Michelle Obama in the White House, the controversy that ensued after no
Black actors were nominated for the prestigious Academy Awards for the art of motion
pictures, the activism of the “Black Lives Matter” movement to end police brutality, the
“voiceless” speaking out against toxic drinking water in Flint, Michigan and of course,
seeing international music star Beyoncé perform at the Super Bowl with a routine
alluding to a Black Panther Party rally. What a month and what a concept: The
“Blackest” Black History Month ever.
In the midst of media hype, can we dig through the clutter and remember the reason that
we celebrate Black History Month? For me, as an African American woman who grew
up in the United States, has lived in Africa and now calls Anguilla my home, I understand
Black History in the context of the diverse struggles and triumphs of people throughout
the African Diaspora. The cultural heritage of Black contributions in North, Central and
South America, the Caribbean, the Southern United States, Europe, and the various
regions of Africa lives in us whether we are aware of it or not. It is in our unexplainable
style, our fine-tuning of language, our home-cooked foods, our soul-stirring music and
our unique creative arts and regal expressions. It is in our generational spirit of fighting
against what is wrong and embracing the urge to do what is right. We are one people.
In recognition of Black History Month and specifically, highlighting the women political
leaders throughout the diaspora who have shaped and are shaping systems of the world,
on 25 February from 7 – 9pm at the Teachers Resource Centre, the Gender Affairs Unit,
Anguilla Community College, and the ALHCS “Girl Talk” Club will highlight just a few
“Emerging Women Leaders in the African Diaspora.” You are urged to be encouraged as
you learn about their trials, successes and journeys in leadership and activism. The
accomplishments of the featured women political leaders in the UK, US, the Caribbean
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and in Africa highlight perseverance, vision, and the importance of succession planning
in building a sustainable nation.
Hopefully with a seamless transition, the recognition of women and wisdom shifts from
highlighting women’s political influence during Black History Month to emphasizing the
importance of artistic creative expression during Anguilla’s Women’s Week from 6 – 13
March 2016 under the theme “Women in the Arts: Healing through Creative Expression.”
As people of the diaspora, our plight includes facing atrocious humiliations and being
denied political, social and economic advancement opportunities. As history emerges in
the present, unfortunately some still carry the sting of low self-esteem and the memory of
abuse in multiple forms. This Women’s Week, there is a focus on women who have
found strength, courage and a voice through painting, dancing, singing, hair and nail
design, traditional crafts and other means of creative expression that have fostered the
deliverance from pain to power.
This power that exists in each of us is what allowed countless ancestors to overcome their
struggles and it is why we remember them not just in February, but in our daily walk. The
West African Adinkra symbol of Sankofa literally means “go back and get it.” It sagely
implies that we cannot move forward without learning from and remembering our past.
Let us all get in formation in order to ensure that our strong history provides our
motivation for present greatness.
If you’d like to contribute to The Gender Corner, feel free to email Dr. Ronya Foy
Connor, Gender Development Coordinator, Ministry of Home Affairs at Ronya.FoyConnor@gov.ai or call at 497-2518.
—
(Published without editing by The Anguillian newspaper.)
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Address by the Hon. Cora Richardson-Hodge, Minister of
Home Affairs and Gender 3rd Annual Women’s Week 2016
and International Women’s Day Address (Sunday, March 6,
2016)

By anguillian March 14, 2016

Greetings to you all. I am delighted to open a week of exceptional events in honour of
International Women’s Day on Tuesday, March 8 and Anguilla’s Women’s Week 2016
from March 6 through March 13. This is the 3rd annual Women’s Week but my first
serving in the capacity of Minister of Gender. I am excited to introduce the theme for this
week: “Women in the Arts: Healing through Creative Expression.”
International Women’s Day and Women’s Week is a time for us all to think about the
remarkable impact that countless women have made in Anguilla and around the world.
We have made strides in improving the life conditions of ourselves, our families and our
nation – sometimes in the face of tremendous obstacles seeking to take us off track from
fulfilling our purpose. Despite the challenges, we are transcending traditional gender
roles and becoming entrepreneurs and government leaders. This week we specifically
celebrate women who have made their mark in the Arts. Many are utilizing the arts as
their creative outlet to help manage the day to day stressors.
Although there are many women on Anguilla who are talented, gracious and determined,
this week we are highlighting 15 women and their unique art forms. Some represent the
established leaders in the arts such as Dr. Linda Banks, Ms. Valerie Hodge and Ms.
Irenee Edwards. Others, including Ms. Rebecca “Queen B” Webster and Ms. Amber
Woodley are our present leaders in dance and song. And to the success of our future, we
encourage young women such as Ms. Canita Ruan and Mrs. Twyla Richardson-Thomas
in Art and Design.
Women’s Week 2016 is redefining what is considered art and assisting us all to learn the
importance of creativity as a form of personal expression and healing. This years line up
of events include a continued partnership with LIME Anguilla for a “Young Girls Chat”
and “Story Hour” geared toward Primary School and High School Girls. Her Excellency,
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Governor Christina Scott, will also host a reception in honour of International Women’s
Day on March 8. The events continue with internationally-reknowned artist and tap
dancer, Frances Bradley, who is candid about her experience with sexual violence and
how art was her form of healing. She will host two tap dancing workshops at the
Klassique Academy of Dance and a Multi-Media Exhibition of her portrait series and
documentary titled “Womanhood or Woman’s-Hurt: The Art of Healing?” in partnership
with the Ani Art Academy and Ani Villas. Women’s Week 2016 will close with a
powerful worship service at Dominion Faith Centre in The Valley.
As you tune into the interviews on Radio Anguilla, by guest host Dr. Phyllis FlemingBanks, you will capture the essence of how art is an outlet and an important tool for
women to be able to express their hearts and souls. As you listen to the 15 interviews
airing this week, I encourage you to find your own voice and find your personal
inspiration.
There are too many forces hindering women around the world. When these women
speak, they speak for you, for me and for countless girls and women who have been
silenced. Let me take a moment now to applaud the work of Gender Affairs in Anguilla
and the numerous stakeholders who have assisted in furthering gender equality rights
here in our nation. We have seen the passage of Anguilla’s first Domestic Violence
Legislation, the pending extension of the Convention to Eliminate all forms of
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) to Anguilla and numerous impactful projects
and programmes, such as the “AXA Break the Silence” campaign and ongoing dialogue
continuing on the campaigns’ Facebook page. I commend the vision and leadership of
Dr. Ronya Foy Connor as Gender Development Coordinator and the support of persons
in the Ministry of Home Affairs, various government departments, the private sector and
especially our faith-based and community organizations.
In closing, remember that we are strong because we have historically used song, dance,
poetry and other art forms to uplift us during moments of trial. Our forefathers and
foremothers used storytelling and songs – the power of their voices – as sources of
comfort and joy. Art is healing. It is beauty. But most of all, it is strength. Unique
expressions of art are a part of Anguilla’s culture and we must continue to develop the
arts for our present and future generations. As noted by Dr. Ronya Foy Connor, “Art is a
profound expression of past, present and future trials and triumphs. At its best, it’s a
creative outlet that charts a path from fear to freedom; a propelling force into fulfilling
our deepest hopes and dreams.” During Women’s Week, I recognize and support all
women who have contributed to the arts. Happy Women’s Week 2016! Thank you.
(Published without editing by The Anguillian newspaper.)
---
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Celebrating Women – ‘Healing Through Creative
Expression’
By anguillian March 14, 2016

Women from all walks of life and their supporters met at Government House on Tuesday
8th March, 2016 for a reception, hosted by HE Governor Christina Scott, to reflect on the
achievements and advancement of women in today’s world as they celebrated
International Women’s Day.
This prestigious event was part of Women’s Week 2016 -its theme “Women in the Arts:
Healing through creative expression”. Fifteen outstanding women were highlighted and
celebrated at the event for their contributions to the development and preservation of
various art forms in Anguilla.
The women in arts recognized were: Irenee Ewards, The Arts of
Handicraft/Crochet/Hardanger; Daphne Jacobs-Richardson, The Art of Music; Hon.
Evalie Bradley, The Art of Drama/Acting; Rhona Richardson Roydon, The Art of
Gardening/Landscaping; Valarie Hodge, The Art of Historical Storytelling; Amber
Woodley, The Art of Dance; Holly Jahn, The Art of Dance; Patsy Adams, the Art of
Expression; Lisa Webster, The Art of Hairstyling & Nail Design; Jaine Rogers, The Art
of Jewelry Making and Song; Rebecca Webster, The Art of Calypso; Dr. Linda Banks,
The Art of Film and Production; Canita Ruan, The Art of Face Painting; Twyla
Richardson Thomas, The Art of Event Design and Rebecca Haskins, The Art of
Photography.
HE Governor Christina Scott commended the women for their contributions to Anguilla
and charged them to continue to inspire young women on the island. Governor Scott used
the timely event to reveal that the United Kingdom Government has extended the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW) to Anguilla. She commended the Gender Affairs Unit and Dr. Ronya FoyConnor for tirelessly working towards this milestone achievement. Anguilla joins the
British Virgin Islands, the Turks and Caicos Islands and the Cayman Islands as British
Overseas Territories in the Caribbean that are party to CEDAW.
She noted that this was an important step for Anguilla: “I am delighted that Anguilla has
made this important step in its human rights history. Significant progress has been made
over the years to improve gender equality in Anguilla, and we have a strong legal
framework in place to protect women’s rights. I look forward to doing whatever I can to
further gender equality in Anguilla, including working with Ministers to see measures in
the Domestic Violence Bill made a reality for those who need its protection.”
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CEDAW was adopted in 1979 by the UN General Assembly and has been ratified by
almost every single member of the United Nations. CEDAW embraces the principle of
equality between men and women and the prohibition of discrimination which affects
women’s enjoyment of political, economic, social, cultural, civil and other rights on an
equal basis with men. By accepting CEDAW, countries and territories commit
themselves to ending discrimination against women in all forms so that they, along with
men, can enjoy all of their human rights and fundamental freedoms. Countries that have
ratified CEDAW are legally obligated to work towards implementing its provisions, and
are also committed to monitoring and reporting on the ways in which they are meeting
the treaty obligations, at least once every four years.
This year marks the third year since the introduction of Women’s Week, in Anguilla, as
part of the Gender Affairs calendar. Remaining activities include: “Tapping into
Transformation” workshop with internationally renowned tap dancer, Frances Bradley; a
multi-media exhibition and a church service at the Dominion Faith Centre on Sunday
March 13th which brings the week to an end.
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Dance Performance
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LIME YOUNG GIRLS’ CHAT
By anguillian March 21, 2016

As part of the Women’s Week celebration, LIME, the leading telecommunication
company, collaborated with the Gender Affairs Unit, The Education Department and The
Ministry of Education and hosted the LIME Young Girl’s Chat, for the third time on
Tuesday March 8th 2016 – Under the theme “Like Yourself”. This all day session was
split into two parts, LIME Story time and LIME Young Girls chat, that targetted young
ladies from both the primary and secondary schools.
With the assistance of Mrs Susan Smith, Curriculum Officer, Early Childhood Education
department, LIME hosted Story time. The young ladies from Grade 5 and 6 from all the
primary schools including the private institute of Omolulu attended the presentation that
was held at the Rodney Rey auditorium. The topics discussed were the “Dangers of using
the Internet” – particularly, Cyberbullying, keeping a private life online and Connecting
with respect.
The young ladies of Forms, 3, 4 and 5 from the Albena Lake Hodge Comprehensive
School, benefited from an engaging, encouraging and inspiring afternoon session under
the organization of Mrs Joyce Stuart, pirincipal, filled with topics that would impact how
they used the internet. Topics included cyber bullying, sexting, viewing explicit content,
privatising your online life and connecting with respect under the theme: #LikeYourself.
The afternoon started with a riveting spoken word by Nandi Edwards under the
leadership of reigning Ms Anguilla Amethysis Davis. The hour and a half afternoon was
spent interacting with the young ladies about the different topics mentioned above.
LIME’s Marketing and Communciations Manager, Jade Reymond said “We couldn’t
think of a better way to celebrate Women’s Week than including young ladies from the
community who will someday become the women we are today. Much encouragement is
fostered when we work together. The group of women who spoke at the event are
passionate and inspiring. I am sure that the young ladies left feeling motivated and loved.
That was the purpose. LIME is pleased to be able to host this event. We look forward to
doing this as often as we are presented with the opportunity. ”
LIME’s Country Manager, Desron Bynoe said ” The LIME Young Girl’s Chat was a
wonderful opportunity to engage young girls during a full line-up of Women’s Week
activities in collaboration with the Gender Affairs Unit’s and their vision to see every
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young lady operating at her fullest potential. I am personally grateful to everyone who
gave us this opportunity, namely, Ronya Foy-Connor, Gender Affairs Unit and Mrs
Chanelle Petty Barrett from Ministry of Education. ”
LIME wishes to thank everyone involved! Especially all of the women involved with
speaking, assisting, preparing or attending the event. We look forward to hosting the
event soon.
Women – Make it happen!
– Press Release
(Published without editing by The Anguillian newspaper.)

---
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CHURCH SERVICE WINDS DOWN WOMEN’S WEEK IN
ANGUILLA
By anguillian March 21, 2016

International Women’s Week in Anguilla was concluded on Sunday, March 13, at the
Dominion Faith Centre in the Fair Play Complex where a rousing Church Service was
conducted. The Minister there, assisted by his wife, is Pastor Dexter Welcome known for
his many church and community contributions to life in Anguilla.
He was thanked by Dr. Ronya Foy-Connor, Gender Development Coordinator, for
allowing the use of his church for the event. She spoke in general about the activities held
for the observance of Women’s Week and the fifteen Anguillian women who were the
2016 honourees in various categories of awards.
Dr. Foy-Connor was particularly pleased that, at long last, the United Nations-declared
Convention for the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW) had now been extended to Anguilla. She was grateful to a number of
Anguillian women who had been working hard towards that end over the years.
Mr. Kenneth Hodge, Principal Assistant Secretary in the Ministry of Gender Affairs, said
it had taken Anguilla between twenty and thirty years to get to the point where the
Convention was extended to the island. He thanked Mrs. Lana Hoyoung, Mrs. Evalie
Bradley, Mrs. Keisha Gumbs-Bibi, Inspector Marva Brooks and Mrs. Catherine Firth
(formerly of the Governor’s Office) who was succeeded by Mr. Steve McCready.
“I have taken time to highlight these persons because they played such an invaluable role,
over the years, in helping us to get to this point,” he stated. “Two years ago we were
finally blessed to have appointed to the post of Gender Development Coordinator, Dr.
Ronya Foy-Connor and she is quite a blessing. She has really been a very tangible
support and I am so pleased to be able to help her [towards that end].
Mr. Hodge highlighted five women for their role and contribution to Anguilla. They were
Mrs. Serene Carter-Davis for her contribution in the field of nursing and now a preacher;
Mrs. Ursil Webster-Brooks, current President of the National Council of Women, who
contributed in the field of Labour and Union over the years and has been a champion for
women’s rights in Anguilla; Mrs. Marilyn Hodge (his wife) who launched her second
book for Women’s Week; Mrs. Daphne Richardson (one of the fifteen honoured women)
for her contribution in the field of music at the Albena Lake-Hodge Comprehensive
School; and Dr. Ronya Foy-Connor (his colleague) whom he described as “a force to
reckon with” in terms of gender affairs coordination and development.
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The sermon was delivered by Mrs. Serene Carter-Davis. She prefaced its delivery by
congratulating the fifteen women who were honoured for Women’s Week and charged
them to go out to help and to heal other womenfolk in Anguilla. She was also grateful
that the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
was extended to Anguilla.

Mrs. Serene Carter-Davis delivering sermon / Pastor Welcome, Mrs. Welcome and
Dr. Ronya Foy-Connor
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Howard University’s President Dr. Wayne A.I. Frederick
visit to the Anguilla Community College
By anguillian April 11, 2016

L-R: Ms. Sharon Richardson, President and Mrs. Frederick, Dr. Louden, Mrs Richardson-Roydon, Mrs.
Carol Devonish, Ms. Jacqueline Adonis, and Mrs. Louden.

Howard University President, Trinidadian born, Wayne A.I. Frederick and family
recently vacationed in Anguilla. During the brief stay, Dr. Frederick met with the
President of the Anguilla Community College (ACC), ACC Board Members, students,
faculty and staff, and with Howard graduates living in Anguilla.
Howard University, a Historically Black University (HBU) located in Washington DC
remains a premier choice for Anguillians who are pursuing both undergraduate and
graduate studies. ACC and ALHCS students had the opportunity to meet with Dr.
Frederick on Saturday March 26th from 2PM – 4PM.
Dr. Frederick also met with some of the Howard Alumni members living in Anguilla:
Alumni include Deputy Governor Designate- Mr. Perin Bradley, Dr. Trevor Connor, Dr.
Ronya Foy-Connor, Mr. Crispin Brooks, Mr. Will Fleming, Mrs. Carol Devonish, and
Ms. Stephanie Oliver.
The Anguilla Community College extends special thanks to Dr. Trevor Connor and his
wife Josephine who hosted Dr. Frederick and his family at View Fort Estate.
President of the Anguilla Community College, Dr. Delroy Louden states “it is always a
pleasure to welcome and collaborate with a Howard University President particularly one
who comes from our region! As the sixth forms come over to ACC we look forward to
our students making use of the linkages and collaborations that a partnership with
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Howard brings in areas such as business, Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics (STEM)”.
Dr. Frederick’s visit is the second visit of a Howard President to the ACC. Dr. Sidney
Ribeau visited the Anguilla Community College in 2012.
– Press Release
(Published without editing by The Anguillian newspaper.)
---

Gender Affairs Unit supports Klassique Academy of Dance
Carnival Troupe’s Walkathon against Sexual Assault
By anguillian May 3, 2016

April is “Sexual Assault Awareness and Prevention” Month.

On Saturday, April 16th at 5:30am, the Klassique Academy of Dance, carnival troupe,
Regnant Allure partnered with the Gender Affairs Unit to raise awareness through a
fundraiser walkathon which started and ended at the Agricultural Grounds. The
partnership was developed to highlight unreported sexual assault cases during carnival.
All persons are encouraged to report any such issues to authorities as each case is taken
seriously.
The theme for the walkathon, “Prevention is Possible”, was well attended by members of
the public. The three mile walk was led by the Royal Anguilla Police Force (RAPF) and
DJ “Pretty” who played music for the walkers. The walking session was then concluded
by a cool down session by Mr. McCiver Peter, a personal fitness trainer at Xtreme Fitness
Club.
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The Regnant Allure Troupe would like to thank LIME for provision of the tent, DJ Pretty
for his music, Larry’s Catering & Ashley & Sons for assistance with catering, Dr. Ronya
Foy-Connor and the Gender Affairs Unit for partnership, Sharod Morton, Sensational
Flavours, local Farmers, McCiver Peter, Infusion XL and the RAPF for their
contributions and assistance.
Persons interested in signing up for the Regnant Allure troupe, please call 584 -1019.
For more information about the Gender Affairs Unit, please call 497-2518.
– Press Release
(Published without editing by the Anguillian newspaper.)
---

Hon. Cora Richardson-Hodge, Minister of Home Affairs and
Gender 3rd Annual Men’s Week 2016 Address

By anguillian June 27, 2016

Greetings to one and all. It is my pleasure to celebrate with you our third annual Men’s
Week 2016 under the theme “Men in the Arts: Purpose-Passion-Power” from 19th June
to 26th June. We’ve seen one of the best Women’s Weeks in March under the theme
“Women in the Arts: Healing through Creative Expression,” and I have no doubt that
Men’s Week will be just as empowering; continuing to achieve the vision of gender
equality through impactful community programming here in Anguilla.
For Men’s Week 2016 we feature 15 men who contribute to various forms of the arts.
They will be talking candidly about their life experiences, successes, challenges and what
keeps them striving in pursuing their art forms during radio interviews on Radio
Anguilla. As a new edition this year, the interviews are hosted by three (3) “Men in the
Arts:” Omari Banks in The Art of Sports and Music, Haydn Hughes in The Art of Health
and Fitness and Kenval Richardson in The Art of Music and Radio. These three men all
have a passion for the arts. They allow us to listen in for the creativity and innovation that
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our 15 honourees possess as a musician, photographer, dancer, fisherman, cyclist,
architect, health & fitness instructor and even an auto detailer.
We celebrate men and young men who have overcome obstacles in order to succeed, who
dedicate their time to community work, or who encourage and inspire others through
their positions of influence and social change. It is no coincidence that Men’s Week
coincides with our celebration of Father’s Day; an occasion that is often times
overlooked. Rest assured that we are confirming its viability as an important celebration.
Fathers are essential to the well-being of our communities. A true father is a provider and
protector for anyone needing his time and assistance. He shows love and compassion and
plays an important role in the lives of his children, both by blood and through
mentorship.
On Father’s Day and throughout Men’s Week, I encourage all men to dedicate your time
and energy to support, uplift one another and create a spirit of opportunity towards one
another. Our society counts on you to take an active role in the development of our
children and in the well-being of those young persons in our Anguillian community.
Young men need mentors and coaches to give them guidance and encouragement, and to
lead them towards a productive future. I am pleased that the 15 men being recognized as
“Men in the Arts” are good examples of the success that comes from taking on leadership
roles, being dedicated to building your gifts and also sharing your talents to help others.
As the Men’s Week interviews air on Radio Anguilla, we can gather inspiration and
encouragement from the lived experiences of our friends, brothers, uncles, fathers and
countless others. We will use this Men’s Week as a running start for our men. Each man,
young and old, in his own right, is a source of inspiration and hope for our future
generations. Please take the time this week to celebrate your achievements.
I want us to remember that purposeful collaboration is a key to success. Men’s Week
2016 would not have been possible without the support of the Governor’s Office of
Anguilla for hosting a reception to recognize men in the arts. Thank you to one of our
newest resorts, Zemi Beach, for accommodating a “Men in the Arts Cocktail and Dinner
Celebration” on 23rd June; an event not to be missed. The other unique events organized
this year are focused on developing the purpose, passion and power of Men in the Arts. I
applaud Da’Vida Restaurant and the ABBA Cares Festival for organizing a “Couples Rap
Session,” the Anguilla Community Action Network (ACAN) for a “Men and the Family”
panel discussion and Sunshine Theatre for the “Dinner and Play” series to see their
newest theatrical performance titled “Guilty Conscience.”
In closing, I’d like to recognize Dr. Ronya Foy Connor, Gender Development
Coordinator for spearheading Men’s Week and seeing it fit to applaud men who are
dedicated to the arts and use their gifts and talents to make a better living for their loved
ones and for our island. Remember, “Art is a profound expression of past, present and
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future trials and triumphs. At its best, it’s a creative outlet toward charting a path from
fear to freedom; a propelling force into fulfilling our deepest hopes and dreams.” Let’s
come together and celebrate all men who contribute to the development of our homes,
communities and island as a whole. I wish you a purposeful, passionate and powerful
Men’s Week 2016 and a memorable Father’s Day. Thank you.
(Published without editing by The Anguillian newspaper.)
---

MEN’S WEEK CELEBRATED AT GOVERNMENT HOUSE
By anguillian June 27, 2016

Governor Christina Scott with celebrated Anguillian men
On Tuesday June 21st, Her Excellency Governor Christina Scott hosted an elegantly
casual evening at Government House to celebrate Men’s Week 2016 under the theme
“Men in the Arts: Purpose-Passion-Power. The ceremony was chaired by Gender Affairs
Coordinator, Dr. Ronya Foy-Connor, who thanked the gathering for supporting Men’s
Week. She said: “Thanks to all of the Men’s Week sponsors and supporters, and to each
and everyone of you for joining us here tonight for this beautiful celebration”.
The 2016 Men’s Week Honourees were: Omari Banks, Sports and Music; Haydn
Hughes, Health and Fitness; Kenval Richardson, Radio; Jachin ‘Jash’ Richardson, Auto
Detailing; Vanburn ‘Andy’ Brooks, Architecture; Kevin Archibald, Photography;
Timothy Richardson, Cycling and Youth Development; Dean Carty, Fishing; Salih Abdur
Raheem, Agriculture; Darvin Mussington, Music and Entrepreneurship; Calvert Carty,
Historical Story Telling; Courtney Devonish, Pottery; Crispin Brooks, Filmmaking and
Production; and Lorin Richardson, Event Design. Certificates were given out to the 15
honourees by Governor Scott assited by the Principal Assistant Secretary of Home
Affairs and Gender, Mr. Kenneth Hodge.
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Governor Scott congratulated the men and encouraged them to continue to recognise and
harness their potential, while inspiring others. “I’m particularly pleased because tonight
we are recognising a number of individuals who have contributed to the arts in the widest
possible sense”, she said. She continued: “It’s clear to me that the areas of expertise and
skill you [the Honourees] represent really have, perhaps, the greatest potential for
inspiring and motivating the next generation. I commend all of you for your sterling
contributions to the Anguillian community”.
Omari Banks blessed the audience with a song accompanied by the smooth and melodic
sounds of his guitar. He noted that the inspirational message of the song came from a
letter he received from his father, Bankie Banks, during his (Omari’s) tenure as a West
Indies cricketer. Music for the evening was also provided by Khendon ‘Dj Sparta’ Hull.
Men’s Week 2016 began on June 19th and ends on June 26th.
---

UWI’s Professor Shepherd Gives Inspiring Lecture at
Historic Ebenezer Chapel
By anguillian July 25, 2016
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Professor Verene Shepherd

Dr. Phyllis Fleming-Banks and Professor Verene Shepherd
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A large cross-section of the Anguillian community gathered at the historic Ebenezer
Chapel in the Valley on Friday 15th July for the UWI Distinguished Lecture by
University Director of the UWI’s Institute for Gender and Development Studies (IGDS)
and Member of the United Nation’s Committee on the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination, Professor Verene Shepherd.
The Lecture, “Honouring Our Ancestors: Gender, Memorialization & the Reparatory
Justice Movement in the Caribbean” marked the launch of activities for the 186th
anniversary of the Ebenezer Chapel and the commemoration of Emancipation 2016, and
was the fourth in the IGDS’ 2016 Lecture Series. The Series that began in March and will
continue until December, is intended to guide the region in imaging new social
possibilities and fresh ways of thinking through the old challenges of social injustice and
gender inequity, as well as to introduce Caribbean people to the prevailing gender
discourses.
Professor Shepherd who is a Vice Chair of the CARICOM Reparation Commission
mandated by Heads of Government in 2013, sought to encourage Caribbean people to be
gender sensitive in the icons selected for honouring and memorialization and to ensure
that male activists were not elevated above female activists, whose stellar contributions to
Caribbean freedom are often buried in deep layers of ignorance and distortion. This
reminder was particularly timely as the CARICOM region approaches another
Emancipation celebration on 1st August.
After cataloguing the historical tragedies and brutal treatment experienced by both
enslaved men and women in Anguilla and the Caribbean, Professor Shepherd appealed
for women in particular (since many men were already on board), to lobby Europe for
reparatory justice on behalf of these ancestors. She was keen to provide justification for
the reparatory justice movement and to emphasise that reparation for native genocide,
African enslavement and colonialism was a right and not an act of begging.
Professor Shepherd highlighted the CARICOM 10 Point Action Plan for Reparatory
Justice that includes the establishment of cultural institutions, addressing the public
health crisis, and illiteracy eradication and appealed for Anguillians to join the request for
the return of its share of the £20 million paid by Britain to the enslavers at the time of
Emancipation. The enslavers demanded and received compensation for their loss of
“property”, the UWI Professor of Social History pointed out.
She noted that according to the University College London’s database and analyses
provided by Dr. Nick Draper and Dr. Ahmed Reid, Anguilla’s enslavers claimed £35,669
in 1834 (£25,500,000 at 2011 values) and payment went to such enslavers as Deborah
Susannah Hodge (£1.6M in 2011 equivalency), Mary Gumbs (£1.4 in 2011 equivalency),
Benjamin Gumbs Hodge (£1.8M at 2011 value) and Rev. Thomas Harrison (£1.8M in
2011 equivalency).
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She concluded her lecture by urging Anguillians to stand up for rights and social justice,
including gender justice and quoted from South African Desmond Tutu who once said:
“If you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have chosen the side of the oppressor.”
Professor Shepherd’s presentation was broadcast live by three of the island’s radio
stations, blended text with music from conscious reggae artistes converted to the cause of
reparatory justice, including Jamaican artiste “Mr. Perfect” and the large and receptive
audience responded with not one, but two standing ovations.
The evening’s programme was chaired by Rev. Dr. Wycherley Gumbs, Superintendent
Minister of the Methodist Church on Anguilla and included musical and poetry
presentations by the Ebenezer Men’s Fellowship, T’arah Niles, Oluwakemi Linda Banks,
Lena Gumbs and Devon Brewster. Manager for the UWI BOT Sites with responsibility
for Anguilla, Dr. Phyllis Fleming-Banks, introduced Professor Shepherd and also
presented her with copies of “Anguilla’s Battle for Freedom: 1967-1969” by Colville
Petty and Nat Hodge and “Bless Our Forebears” by Colville Petty, courtesy of the local
historian and UWI Alumnus. In his vote of thanks, Circuit Steward Mr. Sanford
Richardson noted that it was fitting that such a historic lecture was delivered at the
Ebenezer Chapel and formed part of the activities to commemorate the anniversary and
honour the enslaved ancestors who had completed the building of the Chapel more than
186 years ago.
The UWI Open Campus Anguilla is expressing thanks to the Methodist Circuit Anguilla,
the Chief Minister’s Office and Minister/Ministry with responsibility for Gender Affairs,
the Department of Immigration, La Vue, the Media and the Anguillian public at large for
the warm support of the Lecture and other activities during Professor Shepherd’s visit.
– Press Release
---
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Minister Cora Richardson-Hodge Hosts Welcome Reception
for Professor Verene Shepherd
By anguillian July 25, 2016

Minister Cora Richardson-Hodge,
Professor Verene Shepherd and Dr. Phyllis Fleming-Banks

Scenes at the Cocktail Party
The Office of the Chief Minister and the Ministry of Gender Affairs collaborated to host
a Welcome Cocktail Reception in honour of Professor Verene Shepherd of the University
of the West Indies (UWI) and the Institute for Gender and Development Studies (IGDS)
on Thursday, 14th July 2016. Professor Shepherd was on Anguilla from 14-16 July for
the IGDS/UWI Open Campus Distinguished Lecture “Honouring Our Ancestors: Gender,
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Memorialization & the Reparatory Justice Movement in the Caribbean” as part of the
University’s Roaming Professor lecture series.
The Reception, held at La Vue Boutique Hotel, was well attended by a wide cross-section
of public and private sector and NGO representatives, including UWI Alumni and UWI
Open Campus Staff and Students, leaders of the Methodist and other Church
organisations, Education and Anguilla Community College representatives, as well
members of the Anguilla National Youth Parliament, the Anguilla National Council of
Women and other Women’s organisations, and community members at large with an
interest in history and gender.
Opening welcome remarks came from Dr. Phyllis Fleming-Banks, Manager of the UWI
Open Campus British Overseas Territories sites. She also thanked the Honourable Chief
Minister and Minister of Gender Affairs for hosting the Reception. She noted that it was
an honour to have Professor Shepherd on Anguilla, and for Anguilla to participate in the
Roaming Professors Distinguished Lecture Series.
In her address to the large gathering Minister Richardson-Hodge stated it was her
pleasure to bring remarks as “we warmly welcome Dr. Verene Shepherd, Professor of
Social History and Director of the University of the West Indies Institute for Gender and
Development Studies.” “We have a chance tonight to mingle with this phenomenal
woman,” said the Minister of Gender Affairs, “and tomorrow, we’ll have her
Distinguished Lecture titled “Honouring our Ancestors: Gender and the Reparations
Movement in the Caribbean.”
The Minister went on to note that it was “truly a privilege to have Professor Shepherd
here in Anguilla as her travels and consultancies span the globe. As Minister with
responsibility for Gender, I am particularly interested in her work surrounding the history
of Caribbean women (which I’m sure we will hear much more about tomorrow). I
personally observe the areas of advancement needed in Anguilla for Gender Affairs;
including both the development of our young men and women.”
She noted, however that “we have made numerous strides on our 35-square mile island
with the passage of the first Domestic Violence Act, the extension of the United Nations
Convention to Eliminate All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) and
the soon-to-be fully established Gender Affairs Unit. Even with these achievements, let’s
remember that our greatest work is yet to come,” said Minister Richardson-Hodge. “I am
sure that Professor Shepherd will challenge us all to rethink our active roles in gender
affairs.”
Mrs. Richardson-Hodge also offered a “special thank you to the Faculty, Administrators
and Students of the University of the West Indies Open Campus in Anguilla and
especially to our very own, Dr. Phyllis Fleming-Banks, Manager of the UWI Open
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Campuses throughout the British Overseas Territories, for facilitating the upcoming
lecture.”
She concluded by thanking Professor Shepherd for her “steadfast work in teaching us our
history so that we can build a more equitable future” and encouraged everyone to attend
the Lecture on Friday evening, noting that we “must all take an interest in gender
development in our region and prepare to make our marks in our respective areas of
expertise here in Anguilla.”
Minister Richardson-Hodge also joined Dr. Fleming-Banks in presenting Professor
Shepherd with a copy of “A Handbook History of Anguilla (Second Edition)” by local
historian Colville Petty. Professor Shepherd responded by thanking the Minister and the
large number of guests for such a warm and generous welcome. She also applauded Dr.
Fleming-Banks for organising the lecture in Anguilla and commended Minister
Richardson-Hodge on the achievements made in Anguilla’s gender relations since the
start of her term as Minister of Gender.
The evening continued with lively music, delicious hors d’oeuvres and stimulating
conversation.
– Press Release
---
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ACOCI’s Happy Power Hour Anguilla Style … at
Government House
By anguillian August 1, 2016

ACOCI Check Presentation to Mr. Bren Romney, Director of Department of Youth &
Culture

Get Set Participants
On Thursday, July 21st, 2016, the Anguilla Chamber of Commerce & Industry (ACOCI)
hosted a cocktail reception at Government House for its membership, associates and
government officials. The theme for the event was ‘Building Entrepreneurs for the
Future’. The purpose of the event was for everyone to have the opportunity to network
amongst each other and form new contacts and new acquaintances.
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The hosts for the evening were Mrs. Lily Moses, Administrative Assistant at ACOCI, and
Mr. Vanburn Andy Brookes of Morlens Architecture Services. Mr. Carlton Pickering,
Acting Executive Director of ACOCI, opened the evening with a prayer. Mr. Keithley
F.T. Lake, President of ACOCI, gave the welcome remarks and Her Excellency the
Governor, Ms. Christina Scott, provided her own remarks on the importance of
Entrepreneurship in Anguilla.
Ms. Mirabelle West, creator of OH YEA (Organization of Hustlers, Young Entrepreneurs
of Anguilla), and Mr. Kenroy Herbert, Managing Director of Levitcus Lifestyle,
participated in an interview session about the importance of what it means to be an
entrepreneur.
The evening continued with the ACOCI presenting a check of US$ 2,000.00 to Mr. Bren
Romney, Director of the Department of Youth & Culture, for the Business Plan
Innovative Award for the Get Program. Mr. Romney thanked ACOCI and gave more
information about the program and what it entails.
He also made mention, and thanked the Government, of Anguilla for the role they played
in funding the program – and recognized Dr. Ronya Foy Connor, Deputy Chairperson for
the Management Advisory Board of the Get Set Program. A special thanks was given to
Mrs. Hyacinth Bradley for the instrumental role she played while she was at the
Department of Youth & Culture as the Senior Program Officer. Mr. Romney encouraged
other businesses to follow in ACOCI’s footsteps in contributing towards the program.
The guest speaker for the evening, Ms. Ife Badejo, was introduced by Mrs. Moses.
Ms.Badejo, who is the founder and creator of the Happy Power Hour event, spoke on the
importance of networking among businesses. She started out the session by asking the
audience to partake in one of her networking activities. All guests were asked to go to
someone that they don’t know, find out his/her name, what he/she does and get a business
card.
This activity allowed persons to make new connections, new acquaintances and possible
new relationships. Ms. Badejo spoke about the 5c’s in Business – Character,
Commitment, Communication, Community, and Collaboration – and the importance of
having all of them in achieving and maintaining success as an entrepreneur.
As the evening continued, all guests had the opportunity to win door prizes which were
sponsored by the following members of ACOCI:
Cuinsinart Golf Resort & Spa – 50 min Relaxation Massage & 1 European Pedicure.
Zemi Beach Resort – Lunch for two at Zemi Beach’s 20 Knots Restaurant.
Ocean Echo Restaurant – Lunch for two.
Zazaa Boutique – US$ 75.00 Gift Certificate.
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The night ended with a special presentation to Ms. Badejo in appreciation of her
accepting ACOCI’s invitation as guest speaker for the evening. Mrs. Moses gave the
Vote of thanks.
---

Part II: Human Rights Conference in London

By anguillian September 26, 2016

Welcome to “The Gender Corner,” published in collaboration with The Anguillian
newspaper. The goal of this Corner is to encourage today’s reader to think critically about
the topics mentioned below so that we can start building a positive and productive
society. This week, I am writing part two of the column highlighting the events and
discussions surrounding the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) Human Rights
Conference for the Overseas Territories (OTs).
As I mentioned last week, the conference on human rights is taking place at Lancaster
House in London amongst a passionate group of Human Rights Commission leaders, UK
Legal Advisers and Government Officials from Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Cayman
Islands, Montserrat, St. Helena, Ascension Island and Turks and Caicos Islands. As the
representative for Anguilla, it is my pleasure to update the attendees on the progress
made in Anguilla in relation to Gender Affairs and its link to human rights.
The human rights conference sessions are more like think-tank sessions geared toward
identifying the status of human rights in the OTs and considering what measures can be
taken to end heinous crimes against humanity. These human rights concerns include
identifying the rights of women and girls, sexual harassment and violence in schools (as
was explored in Part I of this column), immigrant and migrant populations, prisoner
rights, disability concerns, LGBT issues, workplace discrimination and rights, human
trafficking and modern slavery, among numerous other topics.
In this article we should take a closer look at the importance of Human Rights
Commissions, modern slavery in the form of human trafficking, and efforts to ensure the
rights of women and girls. As you all may be aware, there is no Human Rights
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Commission in Anguilla but it is a goal that is attainable and is certainly necessary.
HRCs, as they are called, should be autonomous bodies mandated to investigate, promote
and/or protect human rights in a specified jurisdiction. They should offer a non-bias
“outsiders” opinion about serious situations that could infringe, or are infringing, upon a
person’s human rights.
As you could probably imagine, individuals in Anguilla and around the world sometimes
encounter situations where they feel disempowered or helpless in finding a resolution. It
could be in instances of workplace harassment, domestic violence situations, migrant
workers being taken advantage of in terms of work hours and wages, and related issues.
How do we deal with these situations in Anguilla now? Do you feel that in the case of
any of these abuses that you know who to turn to? Do you believe that when you seek
help you will receive it? This is one reason why bodies such as HRCs are in operation
and why many countries are seeing the importance and impact of them in building a
stronger nation.
When we consider issues such as modern slavery in the form of human trafficking, do
you view this concern as a current or future problem in Anguilla? I have spoken with
individuals who say “definitely yes” and “definitely no.” Part of the divide may be the
understanding of human trafficking and modern slavery. For starters, human trafficking
and modern slavery can take place within a country when any individual is denied
freedom of movement or is not given access to their legal documents. If an individual is
exercising a position of power leading to coercion, abuse or taking advantage of another
person’s vulnerabilities, especially in regard to forced labour, trafficking is likely a
concern.
Trafficking may also include forced labour in a number of industries including the most
well-known related to sexual exploitation. Is this a concern in Anguilla? Do we have
individuals whether, locals or migrants, participating in a sex trade against their will? Are
individuals from other countries brought to Anguilla believing that they will work as
domestic workers or cooks and then held on bond until they become sex workers in the
nightlife, club and bar scenes on our island?
Let me make it clear that if any individual participates in the recruitment, transportation,
transfer or harbouring/housing of such a person, he or she is involved in the human
trafficking process. It is safe to say that many involved in this web of modern slavery and
trafficking do not think of their actions within this perspective. However, part of the
problem may be a lack of awareness and education around human rights. Unfortunately,
the problem is not isolated to Anguilla as many of the countries at the conference share
similar concerns.
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We are one step ahead, however, in the awareness and education phase of human rights
issues, thanks to upcoming training by United Nations Women (UNWomen) Caribbean.
In mid-October, trained personnel will come to Anguilla for one-week focused on
equipping Parliamentarians, Civil Society/Non-Governmental Organisations and the
Royal Anguilla Police Force with key skills to implement the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), fulfilling requirements of the CEDAW Treaty (Convention
to Eliminate all forms of Discrimination Against Women) and training first-responders in
bringing our 2015 Domestic Violence Act from paper to practice.
Such initiatives, as the one facilitated by UN Women and Gender Affairs should help us
to understand the importance of human rights concerns in our lives. As I mentioned in
Part 1 of this column, all of these issues may not be at the forefront of Anguilla’s current
action plan but, as time goes by, we will find it all the more present and pressing for
Anguilla. Let’s begin now to make ourselves aware of the true environment that we live
in and not deny that human rights abuses are all around us. Eventually we will need to
take a stand before it overwhelms our society. There is always hope if each of us commits
ourselves to work diligently in our areas of influence and stop any injustice in its tracks.
—
If you have feedback about this Gender Corner article, please lead the discussion among
your networks and community groups and feel free to email me, Dr. Ronya Foy Connor,
Gender Development Coordinator, Ministry of Home Affairs, The Valley at Ronya.FoyConnor@gov.ai or call at 497-2518. Let your voices be heard!
---

THE UNFINISHED ANGUILLA REVOLUTION 2017
By anguillian October 10, 2016 13:39

Standing: L-R: Dr. Wycliffe Fahie, Ms. Jansie Webster, Dr. Delroy Louden, Dr. Leroy
Hill, Mr. Stanley Reid OBE and Ms. Avon Carty. Sitting: L-R: Dr. Ronya Foy-Connor,
Mr. Evans McNiel Rogers, Dr. Phyllis Fleming-Banks and Mrs. Cora Richardson-Hodge
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As plans continue for a special celebration of the 50th Anniversary of the Anguilla
Revolution in May 2017, it has been announced that this grand, national, occasion will be
heralded in by a major event called the “Anguilla Country Conference” to be held from
Wednesday 19 to Friday April 21. It will have as its theme: Anguilla: The Unfinished
Revolution? Considering Nation-Building and Self-Determination.
It will be a collaborative undertaking by the University of the West Indies Open Campus
in Anguilla and the Anguilla Community College. An interesting side line is that just
after the 1967 Revolution, the university conducted what was referred to as “teach-in”
sessions about the Revolution. The question is whether there is now a repeat of history?
The Anguilla Country Conference was announced on Tuesday this week, October 4, by
Dr. Phyllis Fleming-Banks, Manager of the UWI Open Campus in the British Overseas
Territories. Speaking at a press conference to launch the event at the Teachers’ Resource
Centre, she said:
“The Country Conference is significant because it marks the re-launch of the Country
Conferences in Anguilla at a time when we will be celebrating the 50th Anniversary of
the Anguilla Revolution. The University of the West Indies has a mandate to educate and
share information with the public to promote research as part of its mission and to
develop and maintain the sustainability of its contributing territories.
Country Conferences were established as one means of carrying out this mandate in noncampus territories like Anguilla. The conference series and subsequent publications are
designed to stimulate and highlight research on each country. Each conference therefore
provides an opportunity to share existing research and create new research and
disseminate information about the hosting country.”
She continued: “Anguilla, as some of us would recall, last hosted a Country Conference
in 2011 and with the 50th Anniversary of the Anguilla Revolution, slated for 2017, the
UWI Open Campus, Anguilla, felt that it was a most fitting time for us to re-convene a
second Country Conference to mark this occasion. The National Organising Committee
for the 50th Anniversary Celebrations in the Ministry of Home Affairs has accepted our
proposal and has included it in the national activities marking the 50th Anniversary of the
Anguilla Revolution. Bearing in mind the similarity of our mandates, the UWI Open
Campus, Anguilla, has partnered with the Anguilla Community College and a crosssection of public and private sector committee members to host this important national
event.”
Minister of Home Affairs, Mrs. Cora Richardson-Hodge, said that the theme of the
coming conference was quite timely. “It comes on the eve of the 50th Anniversary of our
Revolution. It is not only about recognising the past, but it is also about building our
future. In addition to building our roads, renovating our hospital, the ports and other
infrastructural projects, it is critical that we also should invest in our human capital from
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an educational, social and indeed a spiritual perspective. That is one of the reasons that
the Country Conference has been included as part our national activities marking the 50th
Anniversary of the Anguilla Revolution…
“There is also the Constitutional Reform which is also timely, coming on the eve of our
celebrations of our 50th Anniversary. The draft constitution has been in circulation on the
Government’s website, the Library and in different areas and the Constitutional
Committee has also been having public consultations on a continuous basis. Those public
consultations are due to come to an end by the end of this October month. The next step
will be to take the draft constitution to the Executive Council and then to the House of
Assembly…The Constitutional Committee has done quite a good job and the draft
constitution puts us on the right path towards nation-building and self-determination.”
Minister of Education, Mr. Evans McNiel Rogers, was pleased with the collaborative
relationship and partnership between the UWI Open Campus and the Anguilla
Community College. He disclosed that a letter to that effect had been sent to the UWI
Vice Chancellor by the Ministry of Education indicating an interest for the two
institutions to work collaboratively towards nation-building and tertiary education rather
than competing against each other.
Mr. Rogers continued: “With respect to the theme of the Anguilla Country Conference,
The Unfinished Revolution, I believe education is pivotal to that unfinished revolution.
We have to put things in place to make sure that we are up to date with what is
happening. Of course there are some issues that we have to address in our education
system, but I am proud that we have produced some of the top students not only in the
UK, Europe but throughout the United States and the Caribbean.
Our focus and aim should be to improve the quantum of the quality of those students
moving forward…This conference gives us an opportunity to reflect on certain decisions
for the future.” Some of the main details about the conference were presented by Mr.
Stanley Reid, OBE, who is the Principal of SEDR Legal & Consultancy Services. He is
also a Member of the UWI Open Campus Council and Interim Chairman of the Anguilla
Chapter of the UWI Alumni Association.
He said the Country Conference would commence on Wednesday evening, April 19,
2017 and the theme was sufficiently broad to engender a lot of discussion. He went on:
“The conference will span three days, starting on Wednesday evening and going into
Thursday and Friday. On Wednesday evening, April 20, we will have the full event for
the opening ceremony. There will be a feature lecturer and an invited audience who will
have a full opportunity to participate and engage in questions, answers and comments. On
20 and 21 April, we hope to have 6-7 panel discussions. We want to ensure that there is
sufficient youth participation in the conference so we are thinking of two things: that
there should be a youth session where youth actually can present papers for discussion
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among their colleagues, and also that there will be an opportunity for the youth to be
engaged with other persons coming in to present papers at the conference.”
Mr. Reid, Anguilla’s former Deputy Governor, said rather than dwelling on past events,
the aim of the conference would be to discuss issues that would be progressive to the
island. He noted, however, that there would be persons who might wish to reflect on past
events and to speak about those events. Therefore a lunchtime session would be devoted
to that. There will also be an exhibition of artefacts of the Revolution as part of the
conference. Plans also include broadcasting the conference for the benefit of those
persons unable to attend.
Professor Delroy Louden, President of the Anguilla Community College, who is also a
Member of the Planning Committee for the Country Conference, was another speaker. He
said it was the second opportunity of the college to participate in such a conference along
with Mr. Reid.
In speaking about the focus of the conference, he stated: “We want to look
retrospectively, and we also want to look prospectively where we are going and to ask
ourselves some additional questions such as: Is there something we can learn? We will
need to look at some hard data to see whether we have made progress, for example: in the
last fifty years have we improved the conditions for children born in Anguilla? To what
extent have our health services improved? Certainly, our people are living longer, but are
they having a quality of life? And to what extent are communicable diseases being
addressed? I think the conference is going to be a very exciting time for the island.”
In addition to Dr. Phyllis Fleming-Banks, Mr. Reid and Professor Louden, the other
members of the Planning Committee are: Miss Tesia Harrigan, Administrative Assistant
at the UWI Open Campus in Anguilla; Dr. Leroy Hill and Ms. Carla Harris, Dean and
Registrar respectively at the Anguilla Community College; Dr. Wycliffe Fahie and Ms.
Jamila Gumbs, Principal Assistant Secretary and Budget Officer respectively at the
Ministry of Finance; Mr. Bren Romney and Ms. Avon Carty of the Department of Youth
and Culture; a representative of the Anguilla National Youth Council; Dr. Ronya-FoyConnor, Gender Affairs Coordinator, Ministry of Home Affairs; and Ms. Jansie Webster,
Anguilla Library Services, Ministry of Social Development.
---
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FIGHTING HIV/AIDS ETC IN
ANGUILLA/ST.MARTIN/ST.MAARTEN
By anguillian October 10, 2016

Front Row: L-R: Dr. Ronya Foy-Connor, Minister Evans McNiel Rogers, Mrs. Sarah Westcott-Williams,
Chairwoman of St. Maarten’s Parliament with assistant and Anguilla’s Chief Minister Victor Banks

More than sixty teenage delegates and a number of officials from Anguilla, French St.
Martin, and Dutch St. Maarten, met at the 2016 Youth Consultation at the Teachers’
Resource Centre in Anguilla on Wednesday, October 5. One of the main aims was the
need to assist with the design of a HIV/AIDs response with respect to sexual reproductive
health services and programmes for young people.
The consultation was a collaborative effort involving the Anguilla Community Action
Network (ACAN), the French St. Martin Cite Scolaire LGT Robert Weinum and the St.
Maarten AIDS Foundation and its Youth Wing.
The consultation focused on four topics that teenagers have indicated as major sexual
reproductive issues creating societal challenges. These are teenage pregnancies and the
consequences; taboos associated with teens who are sexually active including how to talk
to parents about sexual reproductive health issues; and gender identity and hearing from
someone living with HIV. The topics were identified by St. Maarten teens at the 2015
Youth Consultation.
Among the Government officials at the consultation were Anguilla’s Chief Minister, Mr.
Victor Banks; the Minister of Social Development and Education, Mr. Evans McNiel
Rogers; the Chair Woman of the St. Maarten Parliament, Sarah Wescott-Williams and the
St. Maarten Minister of Education, Silveria Jacobs.
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Mr. Rogers was elated by the large number of young people in attendance. “It goes to
show that a lot of work has been done regionally and internationally in terms of
dispelling the whole notion about the stigma and discrimination associated with
HIV/AIDS,” he said.
He continued: “I am pleased to say that, in terms of the transmission and the number of
new cases over the years, the disease is continuing to decrease. I attribute this to the
notion that the young people are being educated about the disease. The people of
Anguilla, St. Martin/St. Maarten are one and whatever disease is in territory is in the
other. We travel between the islands every half an hour…Involving the youth in this type
of consultation is emphasising the preventative action as opposed to the curative or
treatment aspects of HIV.”

Front Row: St. Maarten Minister of Education, Ms. Silveria Jacobs (far left); Mr. John Lake (3rd from
left) and others

Mrs. Sarah Wescott-Williams was delighted to be at the consultation having served as the
Regional Authorising Officer for the HIV/AIDS Programme for many years. “As such,
the territories were able to finalise the programme for the combating of HIV/AIDS
throughout the region as well as make a compelling case for the European Union to
continue the programme for combating HIV/AIDS in the region,” she told her listeners.
“I contribute that to the tireless work of many persons. I want to mention Mr. John Lake
as one of those persons… I am extremely pleased to see the teenagers stepping up to the
plate and being part of the discussions and consultations to bring their message and
concerns to the authorities of the three islands: St. Martin/St. Maarten and Anguilla. It is
a wonderful feeling and a wonderful place to be.”
The St. Maarten Minister of Education, Ms. Jacobs, spoke about her Ministry’s
collaborations on several matters with representatives of the three islands. “This is
another opportunity for consultations with our youth on such an important topic that not
only touches education, but health, and ensures good health for our youth moving
forward,” she stated. “Having the young people discuss, dialogue, and come up with
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recommendations, and having them as ambassadors to go back to their peers and share
that information is, I think, a powerful thing.”
A press release on the consultation stated in part: “The day-long consultation is intended
to brainstorm and garner feedback about the four topics from a youth perspective and
then use that feedback to better reach and influence this and future generations. The
consultation is organised in a manner that will stimulate good discussions and to leave a
lasting impression for all involved.
“One of the key outcomes will be the creation of country-specific documents that can be
used as guidelines by the three Governments and non-governmental organisations to
tackle teen pregnancy, gender identity, cross-generational sexual reproductive health
discussion, and living with HIV from a teen’s perspective.
“The comprehensive reporting on each topic will allow the creation of an in-depth
document that will highlight, among other things, current positive and negative trends
within the teen world, activities that impact attitudes, intervention possibilities and
behavioural change suggestions.”
---

UNWOMEN IN ANGUILLA: GENDER AFFAIRS WORKSHOPS
ON CEDAW, THE DV ACT & THE UN SDG’s
By anguillian October 10, 2016 12:14

The Gender Affairs Unit, Ministry of Home Affairs in collaboration with the Ministry of
Social Development and the Royal Anguilla Police Force (RAPF) is proud to announce a
one-week training to be held in Anguilla by United Nations Women (UNWomen).
Training will run from Monday, 17th October until Friday, 21st October and is geared
toward Parliamentarians, Civil Society Organisations, Government Gender Focal Points,
the Departments of Social Development and Probation, and the Royal Anguilla Police
Force.
Various sessions will focus on three (3) salient topics: 1) The United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG’s) as it relates to Anguilla; 2) Next steps in implementing the
Convention to Eliminate all forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW); and 3)
“Turning Legislation into Action: Implementing the Domestic Violence Act (DV Act)
into Practice.” UNWomen facilitators include Gabrielle Henderson, Programme
Specialist for Gender Based-Violence (GBV) and CEDAW, Kemberley Gittens,
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Parliamentarian Trainer and Toolkit Developer, and Jacqueline Sealy-Burke of the
University of the West Indies Legal Aid and Counseling Clinic.
Global efforts toward national development via gender mainstreaming have long been
advanced by the United Nations, the International Labour Organization and various
international professional bodies. Regionally, the efforts of CARICOM, the Economic
Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, the Caribbean Women’s Association
(CARIWA) and the Caribbean Development Bank have advanced gender affairs. And of
course locally, here in Anguilla, Gender Affairs initiatives have progressed full force with
the implementation of Women’s and Men’s Week, The 16 Days of Activism, and a
Governor’s Office sponsored Gender Equality Mainstreaming Sensitivity (GEMS)
Training.
With the recent extension of CEDAW to Anguilla in March 2016, there is an increased
focus on the importance of Parliamentarians and Civil Society members’ knowledge
about how to progress on eliminating discrimination on the island and how these efforts
can be measured for national growth and international reporting.
Similarly, since the passage of Anguilla’s first DV Act in November 2015, the Ministry
of Social Development, RAPF and Gender Affairs Unit, among numerous other
stakeholders, have considered the best ways to turn the “Act into Action” noting that it is
pertinent for first responders to be better equipped to assist and prevent instances of
domestic violence and gender-based violence in Anguilla. The current UNWomen
training will add to the previous workshops that have taken place and will also strengthen
the ability for the RAPF to utilize their GBV Pocketguide book and internal “Domestic
Violence Fact Sheet” for officers.
Parliamentarian training will take place on Monday, 17th October from 2:00 – 4:00 pm at
the House of Assembly and focus on the intersectionalities of local gender affairs
development, national development and international progress. On Tuesday, 18th and
Wednesday, 19th October from 8:30 am – 4:00 pm at the Anguilla Football Association
Conference Room, Gender Focal Points and Civil Society Organisations will place
emphasis on integrating the UN SDGs and efforts to advance CEDAW into their daily
work. The RAPF and Departments of Social Development and Probation will convene on
Thursday, 20th and Friday, 21st October at the same time and location to intensely
review the DV Act and continue implementing its provisions.
Dr. Ronya Foy Connor, Gender Development Coordinator noted, “the Gender Affairs
Unit is working diligently to educate civil servants and the general public about gender
equality and how gender is linked to the development and financial well-being of our
nation. With vital training workshops such as this one, gender awareness will continue to
increase among community members and throughout our government entities. We must
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create opportunities for each of us to promote gender equity and human rights in our
respective spheres of influence.”
The workshop organizing team consists of Gender Development Coordinator Dr. Ronya
Foy Connor, Permanent Secretary Dr. Bonnie Richardson-Lake, Social Development
Planner Mrs. Kiesha Gumbs-Bibby and RAPF Inspector Chrispen Gumbs. For more
information about the UN Women workshops, please contact the Ministry of Home
Affairs at 497-2518 or email Ronya.Foy-Connor@gov.ai.
– Press Release
(Published without editing by The Anguillian newspaper.)
---

The Power of Networking and Advocacy: UNWomen
Training Discussion
By anguillian October 31, 2016

Community Participants

Facilitator Kemberley Gittens Hon Palmavon Webster

Power Walk Group Exercise
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The Gender Affairs Unit training workshops on 18th and 19th October engaged Civil
Society Organisation members, Gender Focal Points and members of the Chamber of
Commerce in the important areas of networking and advocacy. Under the facilitation of
UNWomen Consultant, Kemberley Gittens, participants learned how to effectively
interact with policy leaders in order to advocate for needed legislative changes.
Leader of the Opposition, Hon. Palmavon Webster, attended the entire day’s session and
was actively engaged in group discussions. She shared valuable personal insights on
legislative reform and offered advice on how community members can garner the
attention of their elected representatives in order to champion a particular policy interest.
In addition to exploring the power of networking and advocacy, the workshop achieved
the following objectives:
1) Exploring intersectionalities and how race, sex, ethnicity and socio-economic
status, among other factors, affect our life experiences and world view.
2) Understanding the reporting mechanisms available to civil society members and
concerned Anguillians, regarding the recently extended Convention to Eliminate
All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW).
3) Learning about the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs)
and the particular standalone goal of Gender Equality which is integrated into
every aspect of sustainable development.
UNWomen facilitator, Ms. Gittens, highlighted Anguilla’s 2015 Country Gender
Assessment, funded by the Caribbean Development Bank, as a document providing a
comprehensive snapshot of what areas of interest Anguilla should focus on in building its
Gender Affairs capacity.
One highlighted situation is the abundance of women on the island working two jobs
compared to men. Ms. Gittens noted that the perception of women therefore faring better
economically, compared with men, may just be a myth. If a woman lost even one job, she
could fall into the lower quintiles quickly and have difficulty providing basic needs for
herself or family. This situation is inextricably linked to the UN SDGs and issues of
economic growth, unemployment, sustainable communities and poverty; providing a
great example of why community advocacy is important for Anguilla.
In terms of CEDAW reporting, Ms. Gittens stressed that Anguilla will be required to take
a serious look at what achievements are being made in ensuring women’s equal access to
opportunities in 13 areas: Migrant Women, Criminal Legal Matters, Family Life,
Education, Employment, Civil Legal Matters, Rural Women, Nationality Rights, Health
Care, Political and Public Life, Trafficking & Exploitation, Governance and the
Elimination of Discrimination.
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At the close of the workshops, participants noted that the sessions were extremely helpful
in informing not only their work lives but in strengthening their networks for community
development projects and in considering their personal and professional interactions with
family and friends.
Some participants’ quotes include:
“Thank you again for the opportunity to participate in this session. I learned quite a bit
and I am excited about some potential initiatives and ideas in regards to Gender Affairs
and Education. I will take a look at Anguilla’s current country gender assessment and get
back to you with any comments on the CEDAW report.” – Community Member
“I really enjoyed that empowering workshop facilitated by Ms. Gittens. I found her to be
very knowledgeable and a great presenter. I already had my early morning discussion
with some members of staff regarding what I learnt and how I was impacted. I focused
my thoughts on the area of Equality and Equity in relation to opportunities within the
Public Service and used my own experience to demonstrate the kind of barriers that I had
to overcome.” – Gender Focal Point
“These training sessions were highly inspiring and the toolkit and materials provided will
be put to good use! Thank you again.” –Community Member
---

UN WOMEN CONDUCT WORKSHOP IN ANGUILLA
By anguillian October 24, 2016

L-R: PS Chanelle Petty-Barrett; Chief Minister Victor Banks; Programme Specialist for GenderBased Violence, Kemberley Gittens; Dr. Ronya Foy-Connor; Dr. Bonnie Richardson-Lake; Mr.
Curtis Richardson; Governor Christina Scott and Ms. Palmalvon Webster
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Three United Nations Women have been in Anguilla this week conducting a workshop –
from October 17 -21 – geared towards Parliamentarians, Civil Society Organisations,
Government Gender Focal Points, the Departments of Social Development and Probation
and the Royal Anguilla Police Force. It has been a collaborative effort involving the
Gender Affairs Unit in the Ministry of Home Affairs, the Ministry of Social Development
and the Royal Anguilla Police Force.
Dr. Ronya Foy-Connor, Gender Development Coordinator, put the workshop into
perspective in a press release. She stated in part: “The Gender Affairs Unit is working
diligently to educate civil servants and the general public about gender equality and how
gender is linked to the development and financial wellbeing of our nation. With vital
training workshops, such as this one, gender awareness will continue to increase among
community members and throughout our government entities. We must create
opportunities for each of us to promote gender equity and human rights in our respective
spheres of influence.”
The various sessions focused on three salient topics: the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals as they relate to Anguilla; the Next Steps in implementing the
Convention to Eliminate all forms of Discriminations Against Women; and Turning
Legislation into Action: Implementing the Domestic Violence Act into Practice. The UN
Women facilitators have been Gabriel Henderson, Programme Specialist for GenderBased Violence; Kemberley Gittens, Parliamentarian Trainer and Toolkit Developer with
the Caribbean Women’s Association; and Ms. Jacqueline Sealy-Burke of the University
of the West Indies Legal Aid and Counselling Clinic.
The training for Parliamentarians was held in the Anguilla House of Assembly on
Monday. On Tuesday and Wednesday, the workshop was for the Gender Focal Points
and Civil Society Organisations; and on Thursday and Friday the workshop training was
for the Police Force and the Departments of Social Development and Probation.
The workshop organising team comprised Gender Development Coordinator, Dr, Ronya
Foy-Connor; Permanent Secretary, Social Development, Dr. Bonnie Richardson-Lake;
Social Development Planner, Mrs. Kiesha Gumbs-Bibby; and Inspector Chrispen Gumbs
of the Royal Anguilla Police Force.
---
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ANCW HOLDS RALLY TO MARK INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR
THE ELIMINATION OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN & THE
16 DAYS OF ACTIVISM ON ANGUILLA
By anguillian December 5, 2016

The Anguilla National Council of Women (ANCW) in collaboration with the University
of the West Indies, Open Campus, the Gender Unit in the Ministry of Home Affairs and
other Non-Governmental Organizations spent a time of fellowship dubbed
“Encouragement, Thanksgiving and Praise” at the Bethel Methodist Church on Friday,
25th November under the theme “Prevent Violence Against Women – UNITE.
During the session, greetings were brought on behalf of the Hon. Minister of Social
Development, Mr. Evans McNeil Rogers, who extended appreciation and thanks for the
initiatives undertaken to deal with the violence in our society. Clinical Psychologist and
President of the Soroptimist Club of Anguilla, Dr. Oluwakemi Linda Banks was the
keynote speaker at the Rally. In a moving presentation, Dr. Banks referenced the Bible
and available statistical data to focus attention on the history, level and frequency of
violence meted out to women and girls, and made a call for all of us to be more
accountable for the way we treat each other.
The Hon. Mrs. Evalie Bradley of the Ministry of Home Affairs, Gender Unit used the
occasion to highlight the role of the Gender Unit in the knowledge, education and
empowerment of people. Mrs. Bradley also brought greetings on behalf of Hon. Minister
of Home Affairs, Mrs. Cora Richardson- Hodge and Gender Coordinator, Dr. Ronya FoyConnor. Remarks also came from the Hon. Leader of the Opposition, Mrs. Palmavon
Webster, Manager of the UWI Open Campus BOTs, Dr. Phyllis Fleming-Banks and
Commissioner of Police, Mr. Paul Morrison.
Also bringing greetings and pledging support were Poet, Ms. Lena Gumbs, Immediate
Past President of the ANCW, Mrs. Ernie Hodge-Carty, Mrs. Rosena Brooks of the
Anglican Church Women Association, Mrs. Pamela Connor of the Mothers’ Union, Mrs.
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Ruth Niles of the Women’s League of the Methodist Church and Mrs. Sadie Fleming of
the the Church of God of Prophecy.
The highlight of the evening was the unveiling of the “Orange the World – End Violence
Against Women and Girls” Banner by Mrs Hyacinth T. Hughes and Mrs. Angelina Carty
of the Eleos Family Centre of the Methodist Church. The Banner will be signed by and
circulated amongst supporting organisations during the 16 days of Activism (November
25 – December 10). Chairperson and President of the Anguilla National Council of
Women, Mrs. Ursil

Webster Brooks, is expressing thanks to all the member groups and organisations,
including the media for their participation in the ceremony and in highlighting the
activities for the International Day for the Elimination of Violence Against Women and
the 16 Days of Activism. She also extends her congratulations to the various
organizations for playing their part in the struggle for gender equality.
– Press Release
(Published without editing by The Anguillian newspaper.)
---
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The UWI Open Campus Anguilla and the ACC Encourage
Participation in the Anguilla Country Conference 2017
By anguillian December 12, 2016

As preparations continue for the hosting the Anguilla Country Conference 2017, the
University of the West Indies (UWI) Open Campus Anguilla and Anguilla Community
College (ACC) are encouraging residents and Anguillians at home and abroad to ensure
their participation in the Conference.
The Conference forms part of the official list of activities in recognition of the 50th
Anniversary of the Anguilla Revolution and is slated for 19th – 21st April 2017 under the
theme “ANGUILLA: THE UNFINISHED REVOLUTION? Considering Nation
Building And Self-Determination”.
The wide range of topics include: Self-determination, Independence, Memory and
History, Migration and National Identity, Education, Health, Youth, Culture, Crime,
Order and Disorder, Food Security, the Environment, Communication, Gender, the
Family and Nation Building. The deadline for submission of abstracts has been extended
until 15 January 2017 in order to accommodate more participation. Full presentations
should be submitted by 28 February.
Per the “Call For Papers”, presentations must engage substantially with the theme and
maintain a focus on processes or mechanisms for national, community, personal and
global development, as well as political and social maturity and improvement in the
quality of life through revolution, innovation, transformation, and change management.
Dimensions of revolution, innovation, incremental and radical change may be discussed
in the context of politics, economic and socio-cultural development, technology, law and
the environment among others.
The Organising Committee has already begun receiving submissions from around the
region and is hoping that local professionals/academics, as well as students who have
completed or are completing theses at home or abroad, will use the Conference to share
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and publish their work, as it is expected that the outcomes will provide important tools
for national development. As such the Committee has also been working with the
Department of Youth and Culture and the Albena Lake Hodge Comprehensive School to
ensure the involvement of the youth.
The Country Conference is an initiative of the UWI Open Campus and conferences are
held in non-campus territories of the University around the region. The conference series
and subsequent publications are designed to stimulate and highlight research on the host
country. Anguilla last hosted a Country Conference in 2011 and the local UWI branch is
partnering with the ACC for the 2017 Conference as part of the 50th Anguilla Day
celebration activities.
Persons wishing to submit papers are invited to contact the UWI Open Campus Anguilla
at (264)497-8156 for more information or email phyllis.fleming-banks@open.uwi.edu .
Details are also available online at
http://www.open.uwi.edu/sites/default/files/Anguilla_Country_Conference_2017CALL_FOR_PAPERS.pdf
-Press Release
(Published without editing by The Anguillian newspaper.)
---

ACAN Celebrates 10th Anniversary
By anguillian December 12, 2016

The Anguilla Community Action Network (ACAN) is a non-profit, non-governmental
organization launched on Friday 1st, December 2006. ACAN’s mandate is to improve the
quality of life of persons infected and affected by the worldwide pandemic, HIV/AIDs.
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Over the past ten years, the organization has grown and made many strides in achieving
this goal; such as, recognition by the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) under
the EU Project, and the development of a five year strategic plan.
In celebration of our 10th Anniversary ACAN would like to thank H.E. Governor Scott
and the Governor’s Office for hosting a cocktail reception on the grounds of the
Government House, to commemorate the organization’s 10 years in operation on
Wednesday November 30th, 2016.
ACAN would like to thank all past and present members for the contributions which they
have made to the development of the organisation over the years as well as the many
stakeholders who contributed to the various projects.
Mr. Lake would like to thank the members of the Youth Arm and the Aids organisations
in French and Dutch St. Maarten for their support. He would also like to acknowledge the
contributions of Mr. Nat Hodge and the Anguillian Newspaper, Ms. Susan Hodge, Ms.
Lily Moses, Mr. Kenneth Hodge and Mrs. Maxine Alonzo for their invaluable assistance
over the years. Thanks as well to the Ministry of Social Development and the Gender
Affairs Unit of the Ministry of Home Affairs for the willing support. Generally the
Government of Anguilla for the support over the last ten years.
Season’s Greetings and a bright and prosperous New Year from Mr. John C. Lake,
Founder and CEO.
-Press Release
(Published without editing by The Anguillian newspaper.)
---

Final CEDAW clarifications regarding legal provisions for antidiscrimination for women
UK GEO concerns are in black print and the GDC response is in red print (below)
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